[A Study of Gemctabine plus Nab-Paclitaxel Therapy for Advanced Local Progressive Pancreatic Cancer].
We studied the significance of gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel(GnP)therapy for locally progressive pancreatic cancer. We enrolled 10 patients with local progression without distant metastasis. We used GnP therapy for the ablative borderline resectable(BR)and unresectable(UR)cases based on images that followed NCCN pancreatic cancer treatment guidelines. In 1 case of resectable(R)pancreatic cancer, the tumor was located in the pancreas body but we determined that surgery was impossible because of the underlying disease detected on imaging analysis. The 10 cases involved R(n=1), UR(n=5), and BR(n=4). Treatment toxicities were reported in all cases. We withheld treatment in the R case because of toxicities. The objective response rate was 40%, and the tumor control rate was 70% with CR 0, PR 4, SD 3, and PD 2. Resection was possible in 5 cases. The response rate to the GnP therapy was 40%, with a tumor control rate of 70%, allowing excision of 50%. We believe GnP therapy is feasible for operative resistant cases.